T-SHIRT BOARD GAME

MANUAL

HELLO...
You probably already know that one of the biggest advantages of
board games is direct contact with other players. You develop your
social skills at different levels and in different situations. Board
games help you set goals and strive for them. During each game,
your brain repeatedly works at very high speeds, creating new neural connections. You think, you plan, and your decisions and actions
develop your intelligence.

WE CONNECT PEOPLE THROUGH CREATIVITY
BOARD GAMES REINVENTED

TOOLS is a specific and quite unusual board game. During the
game, it releases a lot of positive emotions. Has therapeutic value. Strongly stimulates abstract thinking. From mazes to Sudoku. A perfect treat for everyone who likes challenges.
We have created this game for you and the whole family and we
hope it will remain YOUR FAVORITE for a long time. You can play virtually anywhere, anytime: on the train, on the beach, during a family
trip. Invite family members, friends or even strangers to play. We
guarantee fun and great time.
Play carefully though. Keep your own and others’ safety in mind
when you choose a place to play.
WE WISH YOU GOOD LUCK
AND UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS
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TOOLS YOU NEED FOR THE GAME...

BOARD GAME ON T-SHIRT (BLACK or WHITE - T-shirts are only available in our online store).

DICE (included in the game: 2 NUMERIC, 4 PLAYERS, 1 dice PLUS /
MINUS and 1 TEXT dice, on which there are signs showing the possibility of moving in specific directions: front, back, right, left, top,
bottom). We have also placed online dice that are available at each
card deck.

CARDS Dedicated, UNIVERSAL or OWN. All cards are available online. It depends on you which of them you will use during the game.
Depending on your subscription, you also have the option of preparing and printing your own card sets.
Use DEDICATED or universal card sets that are available online. We
often add new cards to different sets. Use the suggested card sets
to get started:
			 TOOLS (dedicated set)
			 WHAT DO YOU SEE? (universal set)
			 QUICK ANSWER - 1,2,3 (universal set)

INTERNET ACCESS, USER ACCOUNT AND OPTIONAL SUBSCRIPTION (Advanced, Plus or Basic). The subscription allows, among other things, to create, edit and print your own card sets. Download and
use of game tools.
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ADDITIONAL TOOLS

We’ve prepared a board game for you that uses all of our additional digital game tools. They are available online in the TOOLS FOR
GAMES section. Log in to use them
Also prepare yourself a sheet of paper for writing down the scores,
pencil, colored pens or markers. To measure time, a watch, a timer
or an hourglass will be useful :)

HOW TO PREPARE T-SHIRT BOARD
BEFORE THE FIRST USE
We recommend to wash it before first use. To enjoy the t-shirt as
long as possible please follow these guidelines:
• Wash it inside out in the Max temp. 300C (Max. 400C);
• Set the spin speed of not more than 400 /Min.;
• Do not tumble dry;
• Do not use bleach or chlorine, no dry cleaning;
• Iron the t-shirt inside out at temp. Max 1500C.
Before playing the game, please unfold the t-shirt board and smooth
it out as much as possible. The best is playing on hard ground, but
you can also play on the beach on the sand, in the park on the grass.
Sometimes it may turn out that a few heavier items will serve you to
hold the shirt in the event of a strong wind, because the weather is
different. T-shirt can get wet and you can always dry it.
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THE GAME

SYMBOLS YOU WILL SEE ON THE BOARD

Players 2-4 (6)
Time 40-100 Minutes

T-SHIRT AND MARKER Everyone starts the game on the T-shirt, and
the marker ends the game. NOTE: The logo placed in the middle of
the Let’s play t-shirt game board is not part of the game board, do
not place the players on it.

Difficulty Easy – Medium
Has therapeutic value,
Strongly stimulates creativity,
Develops abstract thinking,
It helps in expressing words,
Teaches you to quickly associate facts,
It triggers a lot of positive emotions.

GAME BENEFITS

Board game TOOLS has 2 variants of the game. The first uses our
digital tools. You need internet access for the first version. The
second alternative without using digital tools when you’re offline.
At the beginning, we recommend using dedicated card sets. They
can change the course of the entire game. You play on time and earn
points. Whoever gets the most points will win. Super fun for everyone.
The game begins traditionally from the dice roll. Each player moves
his / her player to the indicated number of points in a specific direction. Intermittent markers between fields inform you in which
direction you are moving. There are also specific symbols on the
board. Each of them has a different meaning, which we write about
in the further part of the manual. Whoever first reaches the finish line marked with the end marker of the game is the winner.
NOTE: With purchase of a board game in our store, you will find
book versions of playing cards, in the box. This is our INNOVATIVE
METHOD, an alternative to traditional playing cards. There you will
find a dedicated set of 72 cards. In addition, another 144 playing
cards in the book version as BONUS. Therefore, you have 216 cards
ready to start the game.

CARD During the game, when standing on such a field, you need to
draw a card. You choose or agree with players before starting the
game, which card sets you will use. We recommend you to start with
dedicated sets, because these are ideally prepared for the game
TOOLS The cards may contain questions, tasks, orders, information,
points depending on the set of cards. If for some reason you do not
have access to the cards, you can omit these fields or give them a
different meaning.

CAMERA By standing in this field, we suggest taking a photo of all
players during the game and send them to us by email. We will publish the best photos on our social networks: Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter.

CIRCLE These are ordinary fields connected with a dashed line,
which indicate the direction of movement on the entire board. On
selected circles, there are also arrows indicating in which direction
you can go.
CIRCLES WITH DOTS IN THE MIDDLE A field on the board where
you lose a certain number of throws. Before the game, you determine how many queues a player loses by standing in this field.
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TWO DICE FOR THE GAME Standing in this field, the player rolls a
combination of two dice for the next 4 games. One numerical traditional, the second one with words showing where you are moving:
forward, backward, right, left, up or down, and how many fields. All
players receive 5 points.

EXPLOSION - BOOM This field does not have to be described in a
special way. Unfortunately, you are coming back to the beginning of
the game. You subtract 10 points.

DRAWING The player who stands in this field invents the title for
example: a movie or a book. It can be a slogan, a known quote, a
proverb. He/she must picture it with a drawing on a piece of paper.
The other players have to guess what the title is. You can ask questions. But you can only answer YES or NO. Whoever guesses the title
correctly receives 20 points. You gain 20 points.

CREATOR OF SHORT STORIES
If you have access to the Internet: Standing on this field you are
using the short story creation tool. The tool consists of several hundred prepared icons that represent different objects or activities.
You can choose a minimum of 4 icons that will appear on the screen
when you press the DRAW key. Based on these icons, you create (tell
a story) a short story. Each told story is 10 points for one icon. If you
told a story using 4 icons, you get 40 points. If six icons were used in
the story, you get 60 points, etc.
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If you do NOT have access to the Internet: In this case, you use
our innovative ONLINE TOOLS booklet. It contains an additional 144
cards. You will find a description on how to use it, inside this book.

THE CREATOR OF WORD ABBREVIATION
If you have access to the Internet: Standing on this field, you
must use a tool that randomly generates letters from the alphabet. You can select a minimum of 4 letters that will appear on the
screen when you press the CREATE LETTERS button. You must build
as many words as possible from the drawn letters. You have 2 minutes for it. Each word is 10 points. It is worth choosing the maximum
number of random letters, i.e. 8.
If you do NOT have access to the Internet: In this case, you use
our innovative ONLINE TOOLS booklet. It contains an additional 144
cards. You will find a description on how to use it, inside this book.

THE LABYRINTH CREATOR
If you have access to the Internet: Standing on this field, you must
use the online tool to create ready-made labyrinths. You choose the
size of the maze 30x10, save, open, print. The maze is created in PDF
format and fits on an A4 sheet, so it’s easy to print it on your home
printer. You only have 2 minutes to go. You get 40 points for the passage of the labyrinth at the set time. If you fail to pass it within the
allotted time, you deduct 10 points.
If you do NOT have access to the Internet: In this situation, we
propose to print several mazes in advance and have them at hand.
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A CREATOR OF WORDS

GUESS A WORD

If you have access to the Internet: By standing on this field
you use the ECREATOR OF WORDS tool, which allows you to
display up to 8 random words. You select a minimum of 4
words that are displayed randomly on the screen. You create
a short story from randomly drawn words. Each story is told
10 points for one word. If you’ve told a story of 5 words, you get
50 points. If the story consists of 8 words, you get 80 points, etc.

If you have access to the Internet: By standing on this field, you
use the tool to guess hidden words, phrases, slogans, and proverbs.
It is automatically generated and saved on your computer in PDF
format. You only have to choose the right level of difficulty: this version is a mix. On one card there are 4 groups of words to guess.
Under each of them you will find short descriptions representing the hint. You receive up to 20 points for each word you guess.

If you do NOT have access to the Internet: In this case, you use
our innovative ONLINE TOOLS booklet. It contains an additional 144
cards. You will find a description on how to use it, inside this book.

If you do NOT have access to the Internet: In this situation, we
suggest you to print a dozen or so sheets with words to guess and
have them at hand.
WE INVITE YOU TO PLAY.
WE GUARANTEE GREAT FUN!

SUDOKU CREATOR
If you have access to the Internet: By standing on this field you use
the SUDOKU CREATOR tool. You choose Sudoku size 2x2 EASY, save,
open, print and solve. Sudoku is created in PDF format and fits on an
A4 sheet, so it’s easy to print it on your home printer. You only have 2
minutes to solve it. You receive 60 points for solving Sudoku at the given
time. If you fail to pass him within allotted time, you deduct 20 points.
Sudoku’s rules are extremely simple. The board is divided into four
squares - in each of them there are four cells (in the 2x2 mini version).
Your task is to fill all board cells with numbers from 1 to 4 (mini
2x2 version). In each row and each column, a given number can
only appear once. The numbers can not, of course, be repeated.
If you do NOT have access to the Internet: In this situation, we
suggest you to print several ready-made Sudoku templates in advance and have them at hand.
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IMPORTANT NOTE Each of these digital game tools can be used
without a board game at any time and as many times as you like.
With the right subscription, they are available to you online 24/7.
Frequent mind gymnastics also strengthens your memory.
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LOOKING FOR ADDITONAL GAME FOR YOURSELF?

LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT GIFT?

See below our other board games, which are available in our offer.
We currently have about 20 of them. We create positive and enjoyable games. Simple to use. They are all unique. We create games
with you in mind. We guarantee that you will not buy them in any
store, they are available only in our online store.

Below are some of our suggestions for board games that are perfect for a unique and fascinating gift. Nowadays, the best gifts
are personalized. Our games are a great example of this. Surprise with a gift and imagination. Be different than everyone else.

If you have any questions, please contact us, we will be happy to answer them. We will be happy to help and choose something special
for you.

We will help you choose the game and personalize it according to
your guidelines.

Simple rules of the game make the game very nice, although there
are elements of strategic thinking. You move in all possible directions encountering various obstacles by making quick decisions in
which direction you will most preferably go.

Creativity combined with strategy and logical thinking. During the
game you ask questions, answer, draw, write, count, create short
stories. In the game you will also find challenges.

Board game DOTS and LINES. It teaches planning and perception
in an interesting way. You build connections on specially prepared
templates, gaining appropriate elements on the board. The game
has 4 game variants. Perfect for a gift.

One of the most demanding games in our collection. This game has
several variants, which makes it even more interesting. You manipulate words, create crosswords. You use different combinations of
words, you put together stories. You make associations.
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VISIT US ON OUR OFFICIAL
T-SHIRT BOARD GAMES WEBSITE
WWW.TSHIRTBOARDGAMES.COM
JOIN US
ON SOCIAL MEDIA
•
•
•
•
•

FACEBOOK /TSHIRTBOARDGAMES
TWITTER /TSHIRTBOARDGAME
INSTAGRAM /TSHIRTBOARDGAME
VIMEO /HELLERDESIGNSTUDIO
ISSUU /TSHIRTBOARDGAMES

Always use hashtags

#TSHIRTBOARDGAMES
#TSHIRTGAME
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